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Executive Summary
Targeted ransomware attacks appear to be on the increase thus far in 2020 with a new major incident
seemingly being reported each week.
This ‘steal, encrypt and leak’ tactic appears to have started in November 2019 with the ‘Maze Crew’,
operators of the Maze Ransomware-as-a-Service (RaaS). Following their lead, those behind the
‘REvil/Sodinokibi’, ‘Nemty’ and ‘DoppelPaymer’ ransomware threats have adopted similar approaches,
threating to leak stolen data if ransoms aren’t paid, to increase the success of their financially
motivated campaigns.
This report by provides insights into "REvil Ransomware Team" - the one most notably mentioned in
connection with Travelex ransomware attack in early January 2020. It covers the team's recent
activities, its reputation on the cybercriminal forums, its own affiliate program and more.
Whilst little is known about the true identities of those behind the personas ‘UNKN’ and ‘unknown’,
likely one and the same person, or the members of the ‘REvil Ransomware Team’, insights into their
activity obtained by monitoring their posts on cybercriminal forums reveal the threat actors are
Russian-speaking and are likely based in, or from, the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS).
Furthermore, they are undoubtedly experienced in the execution of a RaaS operation, with capabilities
to develop enhancements to the ransomware and manage a seemingly successful affiliate program.
Whilst the true scale of REvil’s victims cannot be fully assessed, especially as some may pay for
restoration and to protect their anonymity, two organizations have been identified as paying to
recover from their REvil ransomware attacks: Albany International Airport and PerCSoft, a US-based
provider of cloud services.
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Background
Consistent with CyberInt's research team predictions provided
in CiPulse 2020 Threat Landscape Report 1 (Figure 1), targeted
ransomware attacks appear to be on the increase thus far in
2020, with a new major incident seemingly being reported
each week.
Of the high profile ransomware incidents seen so far this year,
it appears that the cybercriminal groups responsible have
adopted similar tactics, techniques and procedures (TTP),
targeting large organizations and attempting to extort high
value ransoms through the compromise of the target network,
theft of valuable data and, finally, the encryption of data and
systems.
Unlike traditional ransomware attacks, often delivered via
indiscriminate mass-mailing campaigns delivering ransomware

Figure 1 - CyberInt CiPulse 2020 Threat Landscape Report

components to unwitting individuals, these incidents demonstrate an organized effort that
compromises the networks of often large and multinational organizations utilizing various offensive
techniques and exploits. Post-compromise, this ‘double-pronged’ attack, in which the victim’s data is
stolen prior to its encryption, applies additional pressure to pay the ransom - otherwise the stolen
data is resold or leaked on cybercriminal forums.
Of the data observed as being leaked by these threat groups thus far, files relating to the
organization’s IT infrastructure are often selected as these provide useful intelligence, and in some
cases credentials, that can be abused by other threat actors.
The threat of confidential data being leaked may coerce many into paying the ransom to prevent data
exposure that could lead to the incident becoming public knowledge with the associated reputational
loss, even when the organization might otherwise be able to recover from the ransomware attack
itself. Surely, those tempted to pay are placing their trust in those that stole the data in the first place
and there is no guarantee that it won’t be leaked and/or abused at a later date.

1

https://l.cyberint.com/cipulse-2020-threat-landscape-report
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This ‘steal, encrypt and leak’ tactic appeared to have started in November 2019 with the ‘Maze Crew’,
operators of the Maze Ransomware-as-a-Service (RaaS), publishing data stolen from Allied Universal 2,
a US-headquartered security and facility services company, following the expiry of the ransom
payment deadline.
Following this lead, those behind the ‘REvil/Sodinokibi’, ‘Nemty’ and ‘DoppelPaymer’ ransomware
threats have adopted similar approaches, threating to leak stolen data if ransoms aren’t paid, to
increase the success of their financially motivated campaigns.
Although there have been numerous notable examples of ransomware incidents thus far in 2020, this
report focuses on the cybercriminal group known as ‘REvil Ransomware Team’, also known as ‘Sodin’
and ‘Sodinokibi’, who were responsible for the major ransomware incident experienced by Travelex
over the New Year period. Whilst CyberInt, and others, have previously published reports providing
details of the ransomware’s technical capabilities, this report seeks to provide an overview of the
threat actors themselves, their modus operandi and a summary of their activity in 2020 thus far.

2

https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/allied-universal-breached-by-maze-ransomware-stolen-data-leaked/
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REvil Ransomware
Also known as ‘Sodin’ and ‘Sodinokibi’, REvil is a ransomware-as-a-service (RaaS) threat that was first
observed in April 2019 3 and rose to prominence following the retirement of the Gandcrab RaaS on May
31, 2019 after reportedly earning it’s operators in excess of US$2 billion since January 2018.
Subsequent research by Secureworks’ Counter Threat Unit (CTU) published in September 2019 4
identified technical links between REvil and GandCrab, suggesting that the developers shifted to a
new ransomware variant. Responding to this article, a spokesperson or potential leader of the ‘REvil
Ransomware Team’, known as ‘Unknown’ (on ‘XSS’ forum) and ‘Unkn’ (on ‘Exploit’ forum), posted on
the XSS cybercriminal forum that they were previously ‘adverts’ (адвертами) of the GandCrab affiliate
program and have acquired the source code to launch their own RaaS business (Figure 2).

Figure 2 - ‘Unknown’ response to the REvil/GandCrab link

Furthermore, this spokesperson states that GandCrab “wrote everything for their needs and for

themselves”, perhaps hinting as to why their ransomware threat has included new features that would
improve its appearance to would-be affiliates.

3

https://blog.talosintelligence.com/2019/04/sodinokibi-ransomware-exploits-weblogic.html

4

https://www.secureworks.com/blog/revil-the-gandcrab-connection
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Providing further insight into the ransomware’s construction, affiliate recruitment forum posts (Figure
3) describe REvil as being “private ransomware written in pure C, using inline-assembler with the

ability to modify the functionality”, additionally the posts suggest that the control panel, used to
manage ransomware campaigns, provides statistics along with the payment page and trial decryptors
(likely to provide reassurance to victims prior to making payment).

Figure 3 - Affiliate advertisement providing an overview of REvil’s construction

Subsequent forum posts also hint at other REvil capabilities, many of which have been documented by
various security researchers following analysis of the binaries, including:
•

Local Privilege Escalation (LPE) through the exploition of CVE-2018-8453 (Win32k Elevation of Privilege
Vulnerability) 5 for both 32-bit and 64-bit versions of Windows

•

5

Windows User Access Control (UAC) bypass

https://cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvename.cgi?name=CVE-2018-8453
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•

PowerShell and regular expression support, the former being used to delete Windows Volume Shadow
Copies to thwart restoration attempts:

Figure 4 - PowerShell used to delete Windows Volume Shadow Copies

•

Detection of the default and system languages along with keyboard layouts to prevent the encryption of
machines in ‘friendly’ countries (the targeting of CIS countries is prohibited by the group’s rules)

•

Future developments, as of May 2019, were to improve network and RDP functionality although this may
relate to how initial network intrusions are performed rather specific exploit capabilities be included
within the ransomware itself.

As previously reported, the ransomware includes an encoded JSON configuration file within itself that
is decoded upon execution. This configuration, in addition to suspected affiliate and campaign
identifiers likely used to allow REvil to track the use of their RaaS and manage their ‘cut’, contains a
number of keys and values (Table 1) that define how the ransomware interacts with the victim system.
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Configuration Values
Key

Value

Notes

pk

<Base64>

Public Key used for file encryption

pid

[0-9]{2}

Potential affiliate or campaign ID

sub

[0-9]{3}

Potential affiliate or campaign ID

dbg

(True|False)

Debug/development switch

fast

(True|False)

Determines how large files are encrypted (fast = partial encryption)

wipe

(True|False)

Determines if directories listed in the 'wfld' key are deleted; Reportedly removed in
later versions;

wht
wht >

Whitelist
<string>

Whitelisted directories

<string>

Whitelisted files

<string>

Whitelisted file extensions

wfld

<string>

Wipe folders, for deletion

prc

<string>

Processes to terminate to allow the encryption of their data

dmn

<string>

C2 domains

net

(True|False)

Exfiltrate host/malware information to C2 domain

nbody

<base64>

Encoded ransom note

fld
wht >
fls
wht >
ext

nname <EXT>-

Ransom note filename prefixed by the encrypted file extension (a random string

readme.txt

generated at execution and appended to encrypted files)

exp

(True|False)

Exploit local privilege escalation (LPE) vulnerability

img

<base64>

Ransom text added to background image, directing used to find the ransom note
file

arn

(True|False)

Reportedly present since 6 Oct 2019; Configures persistence in the Registry 'run'
key

Table 1 - REvil Ransomware Configuration Keys/Values
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REvil Affiliate Program
For those looking to become involved with REvil, posts on both the ‘Exploit’ and ‘XSS’ Russianspeaking cybercriminal forums, the earliest of which appears to be May 12, 2019, invite applications
from those interested in participating in a ‘Private Crypto Locker Affiliate Program’ (Figure 5).

Figure 5 - Private Crypto Locker Affiliate Program post

Rather than allowing anyone to join the program the group only appears to be interested in those
with particular skillsets, inviting ‘serious and experienced professionals’ to demonstrate evidence of
the ‘quality of their installations’ in a private interview process.
This process itself is conducted without the use of names via private messages, preferably using a
specified Russian-language Jabber platform, and, should the applicant be successful, technical detail of
the ransomware including screenshots would be shared.
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Successful applicants will also need to adhere to the group’s rules, namely it is forbidden from
operating in CIS countries, including the Ukraine, (albeit the ransomware has checks to detect and
prevent the encryption of CIS language machines) and the initial affiliate income is 60%, increasing to
70% after the first three successful payments. Considering the high ransoms demanded thus far, such
as the US$6 million reportedly demanded in the Travelex incident, even when shared these ‘cuts’ could
see both parties making millions of dollars per high profile attack.
Unfortunately, or not, those that are new to the scene (“обучающимся” - learners and “я попробую/я
постараюсь” I will try/I will try) are advised that there is no place for them and English-speakers are
specifically excluded from applying. The latter exclusion making reference to the investigative
journalist Brian Krebs no doubt due to his work in exposing and reporting on cybercriminal groups.
Likely maintaining exclusivity on their RaaS platform, REvil periodically open slots for new affiliate
applications and over time have been more specific in their requirements and expectations,
presumably as the group focused more on higher value targets such as corporate networks rather than
individual end-users.
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Affiliate Invitations
Forum Post Date

Slots

Comments

Available
May 20, 2019

4

May 27, 2019

'dediks, spammers and those who [compromise] networks'

June 17, 2019

2 'Any deposit is possible - up to 1,000,000USD'

June 19, 2019

0

July 3, 2019

4 'Delete 2 more, 4 places available'

July 4, 2019

'Limited number of seats'

July 12, 2019

'Interested in associates that can provide systematic access rather than
one time 5-10 networks'

July 17, 2019

5 'In a week about 5 places will be vacated'

July 27, 2019

'All places occupied, except for networks and Dediks. Spammers and
door-keepers are temporarily not accepted.'

August 8, 2019
October 4, 2019

3 'Places for networks/dedikov'
5 'Gain network access (AD)'

October 10, 2019

2 'Still available'

October 18, 2019

1 Applicants with 100 'dediks' a day or network-level access

January 7, 2020

0

January 11, 2020

1

January 12, 2020

3 'take major RDP players as well as targeted attacks'

January 22, 2020

0

January 27, 2020

3

Table 2 - Affiliate vacancy posts since May 2019

Whilst it is not clear if the number of affiliates increases overtime or if vacancies arise as others are
removed from the service, the forum posts over the past year appear to demonstrate increasing
capabilities by limiting applicants to those that can compromise networks, including Windows Active
Directory domains, gain access to Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP) hosts and perform targeted attacks.
The requirement for affiliate applicants to have ‘network’ compromise skills is undoubtedly due to the
potential for high returns and it is claimed that the ‘average buyback’, presumably ransom paid by the
victims, is between US$250,000 and US$10,000,000.
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This advancement in operations is further evidenced by the December 7, 2019 announcement (Figure
6) that REvil had ‘opened a separate division’ ‘engaged in large operations’ along with revealing the
compromise of CyrusOne, a Texas US-based Data Center company, and CDH Investments, a Chinese
investment fund management firm.

Figure 6 - ‘Large operations division’ announcements
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REvil Forum Reputation
In addition, REvil recently has been posting details of their ‘large operations’, acting as proof of their
capabilities. Feedback has also been shared by others including an ‘admin’ of the ‘XSS’ cybercriminal
forum. This endorsement was made when the group established themselves in May 2019 and, as well
as confirming a 7.15BTC payment to the forum, worth around US$50,000 at the time, the ‘admin’ states
that following a ‘basic inspection of their product’, it appears to be ‘high quality, thoughtful and
inspires confidence’ (Figure 7).

Figure 7 - Endorsement of REvil’s ‘product’

Further cementing their position within this cybercrime forum, the persona ‘Unknown’ of the ‘REvil
Ransomware Team’ sponsored a ‘New Year Article Contest’ (Figure 8) that encourages forum
participants to submit new articles to XSS forum for the chance to win up to US$5,000 in prize money,
from a US$15,000 prize pot, and even the potential opportunity to work with the REvil team on
‘mutually beneficial terms’ for a suitably qualified finalist.
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Figure 8 - XSS ‘New Year’s Article Contest #3’ sponsored by Unknown/REvil Ransomware Team
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In keeping with the cybercrime theme of the forum, articles are accepted on the following five topics,
including:
•

Finding 0-day/1-day vulnerabilities and developing exploits

•

APT Attacks: Hacking LANs, increasing privileges, capturing domain controllers and developing attacks

•

Cryptography: Interesting combinations and algorithms, writing your own and hacking someone else’s

•

Ransomware: Innovative functionality, reviews, analysis and development prospects

•

Digital forensics: Software, techniques and methods

Given the sponsorship, ‘Unknown’ of ‘REvil Ransomware Team’ has weighed in on many of the
submissions, sometimes offering advice and other times berating entries. With the contest running
from December 28, 2019 until March 1, 2020, extended by one month from the original close date, the
winners will be determined on, or after, March 2, 2020 and may well feature in future REvil campaigns,
be that through the adoption of techniques detailed in their article or as a new affiliate of the group.
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Threat Actor
Whilst little is known about the true identities of those behind the personas ‘UNKN’ and ‘unknown’,
likely one in the same person, or the members of the ‘REvil Ransomware Team’, insights into their
activity can be obtained by monitoring their posts on cybercriminal forums.
Based on these forum posts, it is somewhat obvious that the threat actors are Russian-speaking and
are likely based in, or from, the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS). Furthermore, they are
undoubtedly experienced in the execution of a RaaS operation, with capabilities to develop
enhancements to the ransomware and manage a seemingly successful affiliate program.
Those involved appear to maintain a good level of operational security and, based on the absence of
relationships and historical posts, they seemingly created and started using these new personas
(Figure 9) at, or around the time of, the launch of their ransomware service in May 2019.

Figure 9 - ‘Exploit’ and ‘XSS’ forum profiles for ‘UNKN’ and ‘Unknown’
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Whilst there have been suggested links between GandCrab and REvil, no solid relationships between
the REvil Ransomware Team and personas other than ‘Unknown’ and ‘UNKN’ have been determined at
this time. That said, given that those behind REvil claim to be former GandCrab affiliates, it is likely that
other former associates are working for, or with, the new group.
Although technical analysis of both the GandCrab and REvil ransomware binaries suggests overlap,
this somewhat appears to be debunked by comments suggesting that REvil gained access to the
former ransomware’s source code. Conversely, former members of GandCrab may wish to establish
themselves as ‘new players’, perhaps distancing themselves from previous behaviors and associates by
refuting claims of being the same threat actor.
Given the affiliate program, those responsible for conducting offensive operations against networks to
deploy the REvil ransomware threat could effectively originate from anywhere in the world, albeit
they will likely need to be Russian-speaking to pass the interview process.
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Known Victims
Travelex
Likely the most infamous of REvil’s victims thus far, foreign exchange company Travelex,
headquartered in the United Kingdom, detected the compromise of some of their services on 31
December 2019 resulting in their systems being taken offline including their websites, mobile
applications and online exchange services.
This attack was later confirmed, in a January 7, 2020 press release (Figure 10), as being due to the
REvil/Sodinokibi ransomware and culminated in the demand of a US$6 million ransom with a sevenday deadline.

Figure 10 - Travelex Press Release (7 January 2020)

Likely in response to the January 7, 2020 press release, REvil posted on both the Exploit and XSS
forums to recommend that Travelex ‘raise funds for payment’ as, in addition to the encrypted data,
some 5GB of customer personal identifiable information (PII) was reportedly stolen (including dates of
birth, social security numbers and payment card details) and would be resold if payment was not
made (Figure 11).
19
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Figure 11 - Threats to resell Travelex customer data

Whilst there is no evidence of a ransom payment being made, or the stolen data being resold or
leaked, Travelex suffered a long period of downtime whilst they worked throughout January and into
February 2020 to restore access to many of their systems, seemingly focusing on in-store services and
ATMs. As of February 5, 2020, Travelex’ website and online currency exchange services, including
‘white label’ services for other banks, appear to remain offline.
Based on third-party observations after the compromise, it is suggested that Travelex had unpatched
‘Pulse Secure VPN’ nodes that could have provided a potential attack vector, especially given that
attempts to notify them of being vulnerable to CVE-2019-11510 6 and CVE-2019-11539 7 appear to have
been ignored (Figure 12).

6

https://cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvename.cgi?name=CVE-2019-11510

7

https://cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvename.cgi?name=CVE-2019-11539
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Figure 12 - ‘Bad Packets Report’ Pulse Secure VPN notification

Furthermore, and given that REvil explicitly sought affiliates with Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP)
compromise skills, Travelex were identified (Figure 13) as having Windows Servers, hosted on Amazon
Web Services (AWS), with RDP enabled and Network Layer Authentication (NLA) disabled.

Figure 13 - Exposed Travelex Windows Server with RDP enabled/NLA disabled

Notably, NLA requires a client to authenticate prior to establishing a session and can help mitigate
some RDP vulnerabilities.
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Gedia Automotive Group
German automotive supplier Gedia Automotive Group, headquartered in Germany, discovered a
‘massive cyberattack’ on, or around, January 20, 2020 that, according to a since deleted press release 8
(Figure 14), resulted in ‘an immediate system shutdown’ and had ‘far-reaching consequences’ for their
other business locations as these connect to their central infrastructure.

Figure 14 - Gedia Press Release on January 23, 2020 (Since removed)

Consistent with REvil’s TTP, posts were made to both the Exploit and XSS forums (Figure 15) indicating
that 50GB of data, including blueprints, employee data and customer details, had been stolen from
Gedia and would be released ‘for free’ if the ransom is not paid. As proof of this threat, a spreadsheet
containing details of Gedia’s Active Directory (AD) environment was shared and included details of AD
users, policies and machines amongst other data gathered by the opensource ‘ADRecon’ tool 9.

8

https://www.gedia.com/en/news/article/IT

9

https://github.com/sense-of-security/ADRecon
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Figure 15 - Gedia ‘ADRecon’ file leak

Note: These posts also reference an additional victim - US-based ‘Artech Information Systems’.
ADRecon is a post-compromise tool, and the data shared by Gedia may be beneficial to other
attackers given the level of detail available within the spreadsheet.
Following the distribution of Gedia’s press release on January 23, 2020 and ‘comments’, reportedly
denying any data theft, made by Gedia’s CEO Markus Schaumburg, a 1.55GB archive of data seemingly
stolen from an IT department employee was shared in both ‘Exploit’ and ‘XSS’ forum posts (Figure 16).
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Figure 16 - Gedia IT data leak

Aside from documentation relating to Gedia’s IT infrastructure, the archive included potential plain
text keys and passwords, although much of the data, based on timestamps, appeared to be more than
two years old. Regardless of its age, as with any data of this nature, it can provide valuable intelligence
to other threat actors seeking to attack or compromise the organization further.

24
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Further proving the seriousness of these attacks and REvil’s intent to act on their threats, January 27,
2020 saw the release (Figure 17) of another Gedia stolen data set named ‘gedia-audi-first-part’ which
appears to include some 15GB of design and commercial data related to parts for Audi, Porsche and
Volkswagen vehicles.

Figure 17 - Gedia design and commercial data leak

Based on third-party analysis of Gedia’s IT data leak and the identification of Citrix virtual machine
documentation (Figure 18), it was suggested that these may have been vulnerable to CVE-2019-19781 10,
a directory traversal and remote code execution vulnerability on some versions of Citrix Application
Delivery Controllers (ADC) and Gateways. Proof-of-concept (PoC) exploit code was made available for
this vulnerability on January 10, 2020, potentially aligning with the Gedia compromise and supporting
this hypothesis.

10

https://cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvename.cgi?name=CVE-2019-19781
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Figure 18 - Gedia Citrix CVE-2019-19781 hypothesis

Additionally, ‘Bad Packets’ respond (Figure 19) to this tweet and suggest that Gedia may have had an
unpatched Pulse Secure VPN node that could have been exploited by REvil, as suggested in the
Travelex incident.

Figure 19 - Bad Packets suggest Pulse Secure VPN exploited
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Artech Information Systems
Whilst US-based Artech Information Systems, an IT staffing company, hasn’t appeared publish an
official statement regarding a potential compromise and/or ransomware attack, those behind REvil
posted a sample set of Artech’s data on both the ‘Exploit’ and ‘XSS’ forums on January 11, 2020 (Figure
20).

Figure 20 - Artech data leak

The data leaked in this instance included the output of the opensource ADRecon tool, predating it’s
use against Gedia, along with a 300MB archive containing data seemingly belonging to an IT
department. As subsequently seen in the Gedia data leaks, IT department data includes a treasuretrove of intelligence on the organization’s infrastructure as well as potential plaintext keys and
passwords that can be abused in other attacks.
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CyrusOne / CDH Investments
Data center and managed service provider CyrusOne, headquartered in the United States, confirmed a
ransomware incident in a December 5, 2019 press release 11 as impacting their managed service division
and causing ‘availability issues’ for six managed service customers primarily serviced by their New York
data center. Additionally, CDH Investments, a Chinese investment fund firm, appears to have been
compromised by REvil around a similar time although no official announcement has been made.
Whilst there was little public information surrounding the incident, forum posts on both the ‘Exploit’
and ‘XSS’ forums (Figure 21) are significant in that they signify the start of REvil’s ‘separate division’,
that is focused on large operations. As seen in more recent attacks, REvil claim to have stolen data
from CyrusOne and CDH Investments although no leaks have been observed to date.

Figure 21 - REvil separate division announcement along with identification of CyrusOne and CDH Funds as
victims
11

https://investor.cyrusone.com/news-releases/news-release-details/managed-service-division-cyrusone-addresses-ransomware-

incident
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Paying Victims
Often not advocated by law enforcement agencies 12, especially as encourages further attacks, some
victims may feel compelled to pay ransoms, especially where they lack the capabilities to successfully
restore their systems in a reasonable timeframe.
Whilst the true scale of REvil’s victims cannot be fully assessed, especially as some may pay for
restoration and to protect their anonymity, two organizations have been identified as paying to
recover from their REvil ransomware attacks.
The most recent, Albany International Airport in the United States was subject to a ransomware attack
that was discovered on December 25, 2019 and was reported as only impacting their administrative
data rather than any traveler data or airport operations. Subsequently, the airport authority’s insurance
provider authorized the payment of an “under six figures” ransom, made using the bitcoin (BTC)
cryptocurrency on December 30, 2019 and decryption keys were made available two hours later
allowing the restoration of data.
Earlier in 2019, PerCSoft, a US-based provider of cloud services to Digital Dental Records (DDR),
suffered a ransomware attack on the morning of August 26, 2019 that lead to the encryption of DDR’s
dental records which impacted around 400 dental practices across the United States. Based on a
report by investigative reporter Brian Krebs 13, screenshots obtained from a private Facebook group
suggest that the ransom was paid and access to the decryption keys was gained (Figure 22).

Figure 22 - REvil Decprytor screenshot reportedly from the PerCSoft/DDR incident (Image source: Krebs on Security)

12

https://www.ic3.gov/media/2019/191002.aspx

13

https://krebsonsecurity.com/2019/08/ransomware-bites-dental-data-backup-firm/
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Contact Information
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